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Within the last year it has been realized that the remarkable properties of
superconducting thin fdms containing a periodic array of defects (such as sub-micron sized
holes) offer a new route for developing a novel superconducting materials based on precise
control of microstructure by modern photolithography.

A superconductor is a material which, when cooled below a certain temperature,
loses all resistance to electricity. This means that superconducting materials can carry large
electrical currents without any energy loss- but there are limits to how much current can
flow before superconductivity is destroyed. The current at which superconductivity breaks
down is called the critical current.

The value of the critical current is determined by the balance of Lorentz forces and
piming forces acting on the flux lines in the superconductor. Lorentz forces proportional
to the current flow tend to drive the flux lines into motion, which dissipates energy and
destroys zero resistance. Pinning forces created by isolated defects in the microstructure
oppose flux line motion and increase the critical current. Many kinds of artificial pinning
centers have been proposed and developed to increase critical current performance, ranging
from dispersal of small non-superconducting second phases to creation of defects by
proton, neutron or heavy ion irradiation. In all of these methods, the pinning centers are
randomly distributed over the superconducting material, causing them to operate well
below their maximum efficiency. We are overcome this drawback by creating pinning
centers in aperiodic lattice (see Fig 1) so that each pin site interacts strongly with only one
or a few flux lines.
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‘fig.-”’l: Scanning microscopy picture of a
square lattice of holes in a superconducting
fdm

Tailoring the size of the pin sites and the period and symmetry of the pinning lattice
enables new control of the critical current for the fabrication of active superconducting
devices such as high-speed, low-loss switches, amplifiers, analog-digital converters and
logic circuits. The primary obstacle to implementing periodic pinning is a viable means of
producing the pinning lattice in cost effective way. Although electron beam lithography is
capable of making the required structures, it is too slow and expensive for covering the
large areas needed for integrated c~cuit fab~cation. An attractive alternative method for
patterning films developed in the present study is based on laser interferometric lithography
(IL) [1-6]. The main principle of IL is shown in Fig.2.

Fig.2. Schematic
lithography

layout of interferometric Fig.3. SEM image of square lattic
photoresist posts on Si/SiOz substrate
developing
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A silicon wafer with a 100-nm thick, thermally grown Si02 insulating layer is spin
coated with a -0.8 pm thick novolak-based I-line photoresist (Shipley-510). The wafer is
exposed to the interference pattern created by two coherent, equal-intensity plane waves

derived from a single laser source (A=364 nrn from a TEA& Ar-ion laser). The plane

waves are symmetrically incident about the wafer normal with the separation angle of 2e. A

simple 90° Fresnel mirror arrangement provides stability for these exposures without
requiring an active control loop and also ensures equal intensities. The period is selected by
rotating the entire assembly. The resulting aerial image is sinusoidal with a period of

?J2sin0. Two exposures with the wafer rotated by 90° yield a square array of photoresist

dots. A triangular array could be formed by three exposures with 60° rotations. A post-

exposure bake (hotplate, 110°C for 60 s) is used to strengthen the resist to avoid surface-
tension induced collapse on developing these high aspect ratio structures [4]. Non-
linezuities in the exposure and development processes transform the sinusoidal exposure
profile into nearly vertical sidewalls for the final developed photoresist profile. Before
development, the samples are soaked in chlorobenzene for 60 sec to retard the development
of the pillar tops and create an undercut photoresist structure suitable for the subsequent ,
lift-off process (see Fig.3).

“ The steps of the sample fabrication are shown schematically on Fig. 4.

(a)

Fig.4. Steps of the sample fabrication: (a)
photoresist pillars 0.8pm high, 1 pm apart

(b) on Si/Si02 substrate; (b) e-beam deposition
of 1500~ superconducting fti, (c) lift-off
of photoresist pillars. This step produces the
square lattice of holes in superconducting

(c) film. The AFM image of the sample is
shown in Fig. 1; (d) film with lattice of holes
covered with 1.8pm thick 1818 M.icroposit
photoresist and prebaked; (e) photoresist
layer is patterned by UV lithography; (f)

(d) using the patterned photoresist layer as a
mask, the bridges for transport
measurements are etched in the
superconducting film with a lattice of holes;

(e) (g) photoresist stripped off

(f)

(9)
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Using e-beam evaporation or magnetron sputtering a superconducting (vanadium or
niobium) film is deposited onto the array of photoresist pillars (see Fig.3), in this case a
Ipm x 1pm square array with 0.4pm pillar diameter, Fig.4b. After lift-off the fti
containing the square array of holes is obtained (Fig.4c). This fdm is patterned kto the
final structure using standard optical lithography and wet chemical or reactive ion etching
(Fig.4d-g). .4u \vires were attached using silver epoxy and postbaking. The transport
characteristics were measured on bridges such as shown in Fig.5 employng DC and AC
currents.

Fig.5a. SEM image of 15(IOA
superconducting fflm with square lattice of
holes (period d = lpm and diameter D =
0.4pm) patterned in the bridge for transport
measurements

Fig.5b. Central part of the superconducting
bridge. Rows of holes parallel to the bridge
sides are clearly visible

Fig.5c. Optical image of patterned
superconducting film with attached Au-
contacts

The unique properties of nanostructured superconducting films are based on a
commensurability effect between the pinning centers and the flux lines themselves (Fig.

6). The distance between flux lines a, cc (@#H)]n is a function of external magnetic field.
The higher the magnetic field, the smaller the distance between vortices. At a well defined

matching field Hmz= @@~w-hereaV=d is the distance between pins (Fig. 6b), every vortex
is strongly pinned in a pinning site giving rise to high values of the critical current (Fig.7).
For H< H~l(Fig. 6a) the number of the vortices is smaller than the number of the pinning
sites and the vortices can iumu from one site to another thus leading to the dissipation and
sucmression of the cntic~ cu’~ent: c> For H> H. (Fig. 6c) all pin~ing sites are”filled and
an~’additional field will create weakly
between the pinning sites.

pinned voriices which reside in the interstitial region
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Fig.6. AFM image of 1500~ superconducting fdm with square lattice of holes. Arrows
schematically indicates vortices pinned by holes. (a) For H < H ~the number of vortices is
less than the number of holes; (b) For H = H, the number of vortices is equal to the number
of holes; (c) For H > Hl an extra interstitial vortex is shown in the interstitial region
between the pinning sites. >.

These interstitial vortices move easily in response to an electric current causing a
precipitous drop in critical current (Fig.7). The very steep slope of the IC-Hcurve is ideally
suited for the construction of a new generation of amplifiers as indicated schematically in
Fig.7, and of switches and logic circuits with a performance much superior to that of
conventiomd flux flow transistors.
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Fig. 7. Field dependence of the
critical current of a superconducting
Nb film shown in Fig. 1. The
mechanism of current amplification is
shown schematically

Current research focuses on creating periodic arrays of pinning sites which enable
new control of the critical current of superconductors. Moreover, laser interferometric
lithography can also be applied to fabricate nanoscale periodic structures in hybrid magnetic
and superconducting materials (Fig 8) for optical and magnetic storage applications.
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